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Challenge

Solution

Benefits

With PICKUP, a respected luxury retailer with a 
world-renowned image to maintain now provides 

elevated delivery services to its U.S. clients.

A renowned luxury retailer with stores located across the world needed a first-class solution
to provide elevated delivery of its high-value items to clients in the United States.

PICKUP’s vision for elevated delivery was exactly what the retailer was looking for when
trying to build a better delivery offering. The retailer implemented PICKUP’s integrated API
solution, Fusion Formula, to create a seamless client experience from purchase to delivery.
With a consistent brand presentation via PICKUP, clients can now count on elegant and
distinct white-glove delivery of the retailer’s luxurious products.

By offering their clientele the type of delivery experience they expected from one of the
world's most valuable brands, the retailer grew in digital business by transforming net
promoter scores (NPS) from the 30s to the 90s and above. Through the partnership with
PICKUP, the retailer was able to develop a blueprint for delivery on a global scale.

Luxury Delivery
Experiences case study



For a brand with a global reputation for elegance 
and luxury, a consistent image across all of its 
operations is critical. Store presentation, website 
performance, and product quality must be of the 
highest caliber. The same is true for delivery 
experiences. But for this luxury retailer, 
maintaining quality control over the delivery 
services it offered its clients was proving to be 
quite challenging. There was a clear concept of 
elevated delivery, but the details behind 
implementing it in the most reliable and effective 
manner were missing.

As a brand with the desire to innovate, the 
retailer began experimenting by running 
standard parcel carrier tests with crowd-sourced 
on-demand delivery partners. Unfortunately, due 
to lack of control, this resulted in poor client 
experiences, causing the retailer’s NPS to suffer.

The high expectations of the company’s clientele 
were not being met in all areas of the business, 
leading to an inconsistent brand presentation. 
Not being one to settle for below average, the 
retailer was ready to turn to a trusted carrier to 
begin a valuable partnership.

Seeking a leading, national last-mile delivery 
partner, the luxury retailer chose PICKUP to 
develop a solution fit for the brand’s image. 
They had considered other third parties, but 
because PICKUP had a vision for elevated 
delivery, the business had confidence in 
placing the client’s experience in its hands. 
The only thing left to do was take that vision 
to the next level.

Elevating delivery to a higher standard

Limitations to a life of luxury

“Consistency is critical. 
-Luxury Retailer, Logistics Manager“
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The clients now enjoy the ability to shop 
seamlessly. Through the implementation of 
PICKUP’s API into the retailer’s e-commerce 
platform, shoppers can browse, purchase, and 
schedule convenient delivery of their products, 
without knowing it is white-labeled. The retailer can 
then better maintain its brand image consistently.

PICKUP’s Delivery Pro network quickly fulfilled the 
retailer’s vision of creating a flexible, professional, 
and high-end experience for shoppers. This fully 
vetted and trustworthy delivery team, along with 
live client and field support teams, gives the 
retailer and its clients a high degree of confidence.

As evidence of the shoppers’ confidence, the 
retailer has reported that since implementing and 
fine-tuning PICKUP’s elevated delivery solution, 
there’s been significant growth in digital business, 
including increased basket sizes. The retailer also 
reports no damage claims, a truly remarkable 
indicator of professionalism and care in delivery. 
Client feedback resulted in a dramatic increase 
with their delivery NPS from the 30s to the 90s and 
above.

The results of delivery distinction

By integrating with PICKUP’s Fusion Formula API solution, the retailer instantly accessed a 
powerful delivery network, providing white-glove, curated delivery at a consistently high 
level of client satisfaction. 

However, PICKUP and the retailer wanted to elevate the process even more. And so, they 
set out to finetune the delivery process with a limited set of volume. After listening carefully 
to feedback from their loyal clients, PICKUP worked to refine the model to ultimately achieve 
an unparalleled experience.

90Delivery
NPS

The efforts of PICKUP and the luxury retailer have resulted in lifetime value for the brand. 
Together, they benchmarked and collaborated to develop the blueprint for a scalable 
model, with the ultimate goal of elevated delivery on a global scale.

case study
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Currently, the retailer is focused on national expansion to serve as many clients as possible 
in a manner consistent with the brand’s reputation. There’s plenty of room to expand since 
PICKUP’s Delivery Pro network is present in every major city with nearly 90 service areas in 
the US, with plans to increase its presence as well. The partnership and implementation of 
PICKUP Fusion Formula continues to prove valuable, as the business is testing new ways to 
elevate service, such as try-on, event-based, surprise and delight, and experiential. PICKUP 
strives to be creative in the changing landscape of the retail industry. Our delivery solutions 
help our partners succeed with an end-to-end consistent client experience.

Continued commitment to loyal and valued clients

PICKUP Delivery Concierge 

case study

End-to-end consistent client

experience helps partners succeed.



PICKUP is one of the nation’s fastest growing enterprise-grade, last-mile delivery providers. The 
company’s fully vetted delivery pros deliver a broad assortment of big, heavy, and high value 
items directly to customers’ locations. PICKUP partners with leading retailers and commercial 
businesses to transform their omni-channel delivery experience. PICKUP successfully achieved 
the SOC 2 Type 2 certification that securely processes customer data. The company’s people and 
technology enable delivery pros to consistently provide elevated delivery experiences. PICKUP 
currently operates in over 85 service areas and reaches 150 million people, with plans for 
aggressive expansion. To learn more about PICKUP, visit pickupdelivers.com.

About PICKUP


